
lumpish sweater

beginnerish



set aside your measuring tape and perfectionism

this pattern is not for the purist

you will need to know the basic knit and purl

stitches as well as casting on and casting off

but beyond that make it your own

all instructions are approximate

so do what suits you 

 



mood board

the borrowers

-chunky knits

-resourcefulness

-the fact that this video 

has more than one step

oatmeal

-lumpy

-hearty



you will need:

1. any ol lumpy yarn you may have

2. biggish circular needles

3. large eye blunt sewing needle

4. yarn for seams (pop of color if you please)

5. two clothes pins

6. gumption

7. a little bit of razzle dazzle

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



step 1:

5ish”5ish”

*just make sure you 

have an even number 

of stitches

using your lumpy yarn, cast on enough 

stitches so the width of the row is 

wider than your torso*

 

casting on

PART 1: TORSO

TORSO



step 2:

to create a ribbed stitch hem you

will knit 2 purl 2 for 5 rows*

*you can adjust this 

to fit your needs/

wants/

hopes/

desires/

dreams

two stitch rib

step 3:

knit one row; purl one row until 

your knitted piece is about the same

length as the top of your shoulders 

to your stomach*

the long slog

*add more rows 

for modesty’s sake

step 4:

cast off then repeat steps 1-3 for 

backside piece

repeat

TORSO



step 5:

using your lumpy yarn, cast on enough

stitches so the width of the row can

wrap around the circumference of 

your upper arm*

casting on

*add more stitches

for wider sleeve

step 6:

PART 2: SLEEVES

SLEEVES

repeat step 2 to create a ribbed hem 

knit 2 purl 2 for 5 rows*

*once again, feel 

free to adjust

two stitch rib



step 7:

knit one row; purl one row until your

knitted piece is about the same length

as your wrist to midway up your upper

arm

knit purl knit

step 8:

cast off then repeat steps 5-7 for 

other sleeve

repeat

SLEEVES

*

*nubby fingers



step 9:

place the two torso pieces together,

knit sides inside, purl sides outside* 

with the ribbing on the bottom

sandwich & sew

PART 3: ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY

using the needle and extra yarn

whipstitch seams leaving allowance 

for sleeves on either side* 

*allowance will be

half the width of 

the sleeve

*or you may place the

pieces knit side on

the outside



step 10:

fold sleeve in half lengthwise with

purl side facing outward

sleeve seams

ASSEMBLY

whipstitch length of sleeve

repeat for other sleeve



step 11:

line up sleeves on either side of 

sweather and whipstitch the edge

of the sleeve to the sweater

sleeve attachment

ASSEMBLY

step 12:

try on the sweater and pin where

you would like the neckline to

begin*

fitting

*a wider neckline

would make the 

sweater slouchier



ASSEMBLY

whipstitch from where the sleeve 

meets the shoulder to the clothes 

pins

step 13: neckline

weave in loose ends, or let them fly

for a more renegade touch

step 14: loose ends

you are done so wear it out and about

ta-da


